FORGET ME NOT: WAR, DISPLACEMENT, AND THE RE-CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY

These notes are an exercise in mnemohistory, and the product of a loneliness that is accustomed to being public. This searching, struggling, and probing toward the essence, toward the cause of anguish is a story of sediment, and a remnant of the years in exile. The act of retelling the story further confirms the problematic nature of my multi-layered and dislocated identity that undertakes Icarian flights in all directions. What follows is the result of an overwhelming tidal wave of memories and emotions, and my speech leaves its cask alienated and personal at the same time. It is the voice of longing for once known and now lost presence whose broken pieces still float through my veins. All I can do now is to try and be honest to myself and to others. My honesty, however, is shaped by the journey I had to undertake, and it is inescapably connected to all the pleasures as well as discomforts associated with movement across space, time, and through a multitude of languages. As Julia Creet and Andreas Kitzmann have rightly pointed out, migration is a condition of memory, indeed. It is the movement (either voluntary or not) that creates a story and gives shape to memory. Along the way, the fragile balance between remembrance and forgetting is struck.

The intention of this short text is to try to describe my experience of living outside of my native cultural and social framework. It is also an attempt to outline the dichotomy between the sweetness of the sound of I, which is born within, and its external echo. To borrow Charles Taylor’s argument about the nature of modern identity, I also wish to emphasize the struggle for maintaining the capacity for authenticity - that is, the ability to find a way of being that is somehow true to oneself. It is all about remembering and displacement, and about identities in flux. It is all about an orchard and an apple tree, and the obligatory presence of a serpent. It is all about a field from the Old Testament where Cain’s psalm rules.

As Jan Assman pointed out, the truth of a given memory lays not so much in its factuality as in its actuality. It is the never-ending actuality of exile that fascinates me. Those of us displaced indeed live in a moment that lasts us a lifetime. That is the moment of departure, which becomes the plexus solarsis of our daily existence. The departure represents not only the physical act of separation from the loved ones, but also initiates the process of the freezing of time. This was the two-way process that affected myself and those who stayed behind. I carried away memories of those dear to me and memories about my life at home. Those will remain with me forever, timeless and unchanging. Similarly, those that stayed behind remember me just the way I was on the day the train pulled out of the Podgorica train station.

In the early days of my exile the memories of home were drowning in bitterness caused by war. Every time I tried to speak or write about the former Yugoslavia I was overwhelmed by hopelessness. Back then the former Yugoslavia was the land of nationalism and hatred, a land of the Devil, of despair, of heart ailments, of hereditary high blood pressure, of hard-heartedness, of wasted bones, of apathy. It was the land of daily violence and nightly murders, of police informers and „knights” who carry the icon and the axe into heat-
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hen darkness. It was the land criss-crossed by borders, a land of death. Because I spoke publicly and wrote against the war and nationalism I was branded a traitor. In my police file there was a note/instruction to the officers dated October 15th 1991, stating that I was armed and dangerous, and that I should be approached „with extreme prejudice.”

Yugoslavia dissolved, my English improved, and it was time to replace broken dreams with the refuge of distant places. I will never forget the faithful day I stepped onto the tarmac of Heathrow Airport, severing the umbilical cord with the only home I knew. By early July 1992, I was living in London, sipping espresso in a cafe on the Chiswick High Road, and trying to decide what to do with my life.

In time, the bitterness subsided and was replaced by longing, and an effort to remember as much as possible. I now know that I am fighting a losing battle. After sixteen years of living in England and Canada, fragments are all that I remember about the place of my birth. Every sentence awakens memories of my youth and brings back faces of my parents. I see my father smiling. Ghosts of his white shirts on the wind suddenly appear through the washing lines and I could hear his voice that still says whenever I visit him: I hope you’ve had your coffee, we’ve just had ours. Again, I can smell the colors of my homeland. On some days that is the smell of a defeat.

Since then, I wake up every morning into a language that is not mine, and try to make the best of it for the day. Living in-between languages means that the master of the extravagance of words and verbal acrobatics slowly loses those faculties. I am, nevertheless, still hoping that living within the strange echoes of the foreign language might help me learn more and appreciate its beauty. On the other hand, I am becoming obsessed with my native tongue and suffer from the nostalgia for the homeland of my own words. I am aware that sooner or later I will write in a „dead language”, a language spoken by only one person, a language frozen in some linguistic past. Following Derrida, everything I do only reinforces the omnipresence of my monolingualism. Such disorder of identity is the result of exile. Often, I console

myself thinking of Henry Miller’s advice to writers: live abroad and soon you will sense a new flow of energy that highlights the only language you are capable of expressing yourself in. So, every day I try to recapture from outside what I possess from the inside, possess so completely that I do not even know about it. I become alienated and detribalized. My intelligence becomes that of a clever immigrant who belongs only by clever adaptation and not by instinct. I never quite fit anywhere. To paraphrase Salman Rushdie, it is like standing naked in the street, shivering and envying others their brocades of belonging and identity.

For years I thought that the physical and spiritual connection to the land of our ancestors, that sacro egoismo della patria, is what gives us strength. Today, the notion of homeland reminds me of a tree and its roots, and of the story about Anteus. It seems that such a concept is a rather conservative myth constructed in a way that keeps us immobile because each crossing of a border (boundary) is an act of bravery and disobedience. It presupposes flexibility and inevitably brings about the change of one’s perspective. After so many years of living outside of my native cultural, social, and political framework, I think of my own past, tradition, and culture in a more critical fashion. Over the years, the old idyllic reflection in a Balkan mirror slowly faded away and turned into a gray spot like an old burn-mark that still hurts but heals in time. To me, the Balkans resembles a torso eroded by history and self-deception of its peoples that is finally washed onto the beach. You see I cannot stop thinking about it! No matter how hard I try to change that coded message will always stay a part of me. Some things will never happen and my heart is breaking loose. I will continue to be one of many people who eat memory for breakfast and seek the escape route from that deep and dark well of the past.

My exile was provoked by political repression. I assume this is true for many other exilees regardless of geography and time frame. Writings on the post-WW II expulsion of ethnic Germans from much of Eastern and Central Europe (Vertriebung) clearly shows the dominance of real-politics over the concerns for human dignity. It is true that to the victors go the spoils but victors in the WW II were seldom concerned with protecting the innocent. I do believe that exile is either
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the product of force being exerted upon an individual (or a group) or the consequence of the unbearable choice. People rarely leave their country of origin because they dislike the climate. When forced to choose between political servitude, being sent to the front line or imprisoned for refusing to do so, exile appears to be the best available option. Others opted differently. For many of my fellow countrymen being absorbed in the nation with a war cry was a nice way of forgetting one’s own weakness and forcing others to forget it. It was obvious that from the outset of the nationalistic fever in the former Yugoslavia, there was uncertainty, ignorance, and greed. Alongside this – fear, and the need to define and contain it. The Tribe became Power. When you say Power, you say Party, Religion. For, like a Religion, the Party must have priests to protect its purity – founded on a misrepresentation and often on a lie. By the time this lie is exposed, the Tribe has become a closed fist according to the principle „Abiit ad Plures“ (Latin: To join the majority; to die).

I never was, nor will I ever be willing to kill or to die for someone else’s dream or nightmare. I prefer to be wretched on my own than to borrow from the nation by being absorbed in it. The echo of the ideological slogans that have mobilized many of my fellow countrymen never moved me. I always felt indifferent towards all those neatly dressed factory workers and those sharp looking defenders of the faith who marched down the avenues waving huge red flags. It is not so wonderful, as many think, to join them with great fanfare. I am more of a poetic disposition, dreaming about the Great...
I want to believe that through naming I am free to choose (am I really?) to be the same as others in this new multicultural space or to be different. I want to believe that I do have a choice. The question is how am I to use such a choice? Through what language I should express it? Should my choice be an expression of my memories about the past and my sense of belonging to the „old country”? Should I approach this new (Canadian) space / place/ territory / landscape in a different way: as an experience of the first kiss: new, unique, and detached from the past? Should I resort to my mother’s tongue in naming my Canada, or should I use Latin to tell the story, and name the space insula nova undecesimo die Junius nubibus revelata?

I live within the pieces of my native sound-castle, with a few memorabilia that are bound to wash away in time. I take refuge on this insula nova - in a home away from home, distanced from my own people and deprived of my own language. Of course, you would argue, my language remains with me wherever I go. Even Derrida said that monolingualism is our natural condition! Moreover, following Jacque Lacan’s observation that „no language can speak the truth about truth,” it would be naïve of me to believe that naming space and appropriating it by imposing on it memories of my ancestors, could endow me with anything but a temporary and unstable sense of ownership. If anything, history teaches us that naming space does not always guarantees eternal existence of people and memories of them, let alone provides safe harbors for our fragile identities. The different names given in different times to spaces/cities/town in central Europe ... tribal, ethnic, national, or religious criteria. Kolozsvár used to be Klausenburg, but now it is called Cluj Napoca. The town once known as Hermannstadt is now softly referred to by Romanians as Sibiu. What the Széklers call Székelyudvahely is to Romanians Odorheiu Sigishoara, Roman Apulum, their Alba Iulia a.k.a. Karlsburg and Gulafehervár. But what to do when the language we are born into becomes a tool of memory and not of everyday life? What to do when it becomes a linguistic burden; useful only as a reminder that „true” life is (was) somewhere else? It is like carrying the bones of ancestors with me in a bag: they are white with silence. They do not talk back.

Frightened by the power of silence and the vastness of the Canadian space, I am trying to fill it up with names and voices from my past, and anchor myself within it, as if subconsciously trying to define my own thoughts and ideas about myself. Like an ant, I am rushing to reach the top of a shaky pyramid of grass and dirt with the hope that my effort in thickening its walls would provide security and stability for my uncertain identities. While struggling to define myself by the shape, size, height, and thickness of those walls, I am feeding a Janus-faced beast called notion of commonality (tribal, ethnic, national, supranational). At least for a short period of time I become space, and space becomes me, but all I am doing is endlessly naming and renaming myself and anchoring my notion of belonging and home deep inside an imaginary landscape of multiculturalism.

Like all emigrants I also dream of remedying my longing for home by re-creating collage of past lives in a space I remember as once being „inhabited” by those lives, and now vacant. Such re-creation usually has no real bearing onto my past life, but is constructed out of hopes, imaginary relationships with space and its silence, and possesses many elements of a fantasy. It resembles that what Socrates called a divine madness. Like Callimachus, the famous third century B.C.E. cataloguer of the ancient Alexandrian Library and the author of Panikèes, I am also nostalgic, since nostalgia is a longing for an ideal presence that is no longer and might have never been. Such sentiments are not only expressions of loss, but also of displacement. Moreover, it is a love affair with one’s memory of past lives and a fantasy that is frozen in time.
FORGET ME NOT: WAR, DISPLACEMENT, AND THE RE-CONSTRUCT. OF IDENTITY

Our relationship to space/place is inherently personal. It is the art of naming – a subtle but nonetheless everlasting struggle between spaces and identities, between our immediate environment and us - that defines this relationship. It is all about persistent appropriation coupled with our unwillingness to admit or our inability to grasp human ephemerality, and the fact that we are only the percentage of the reckoning.9

This relationship consists of two major building blocks that, at the start of a journey, differ somewhat from one another. The difference could be defined as that between my beloved landscape and the landscape of my beloved. The former signifies notions of space in terms of geography (territory), which is imagined (recognized) as ours alone and has symbolic and strategic value. This is a tale about a tree, its roots, and its branches. It is also a dream of the colors of (my) paradise; imagining a beautiful and exquisite female who shall, at the end, fall prey to one of the warring parties. The latter is the projection of the idea (ideal) of home, belonging, and softness of women skin, wrapped in a warm blanket of the memory of good old days. In other words, it is a portrait of an imaginary geography of the soul and an effort to change the nature of time and materialize it so that we could revisit past much in the same manner we are able to walk through the old neighborhood once again.10

In the end, the differences evaporate and the two notions merge. I find myself stranded an ocean away from my Ithaca; away from my beloved island on which my beloved shall forever remain unreachable. Thus, the island becomes a symbol and a substitute for both: longing for space and for the intimacy of social poetics of a collective. Forever out of reach, the island is my beloved landscape and the landscape of my beloved. My relationship with it is a romance with all the twists and turns of a Hollywood blockbuster: love, affection, sensuality, betrayal, anger, revenge, regrets, blood, and tears. It is a tale of picking up scattered remnants of my former self and putting back together the puzzle of identity in a slightly different way. It is simultaneously an archaeology of belonging and the re-composition of being: the traces of past lives that are hastily sewn together in order to fit as best as they could within the new imagined homeland.
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